
 



 



 



 



 

Ms. Jahanara Burki 

Mrs. Burki is a graduate of Kinnaird College, Lahore where she studied social sciences. She 

founded the Shahid Javed and Jahanara Burki Family Foundation in 2005 and took up the 

position of its President. Using the Foundation’s funds, she became actively involved in a 

number of charitable organizations that focused on aiding educational and health activities 

in Pakistan. Her Family Foundation made large contributions to The Citizens’ Foundation 

(TCF) and the Shaukat Khanam Cancer Hospitals.  She is also assisting the development of a 

girl’s school in Kohat, in the province of Pakhtunkhwa in Pakistan. The school is also being 

assisted by the World Bank. 

 As the newly elected member of the Shahid Javed Burki Institute of Public Policy (BIPP), she 

expects to use her experience in charitable organizations committed to educating girts from 

poor families to guide the BIPP in developing its recently launched program from giving 

scholarship to girls in Lahore from low-income families.  

 

Mr. Kabir is currently the president of Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry and a 

Member, Board of Directors, Punjab Board of Investment and Trade (PBIT). He is a C-Suite 

member of the Sartaj Polysacks (Pvt.) Ltd. which is a leading Polypropylene Woven Bags 

manufacturing unit and of NSM Marketing (Pvt) Ltd. - a marketing and distribution concern 

representing and having distribution/ retail rights of international corporate sector like 

Philip Morris Pak Ltd., Unilever Pakistan Ltd, Dankotuwa of Srilanka and China Mobile Pak 

Ltd. He has also served as Provincial Minister (Punjab) and Chairperson of Punjab Mineral 

Development Corporation. He has also been associated with organizations like Punjab 

Industrial Estate Development & Management Company (PIEDMC) as a board member. 

Mian Noman Kabir 

Dr. Daud Ahmed has to his credit PHD in Civil Engineering (Hydraulics) from Colorado State 

University USA. He is a senior development Professional and practitioner who worked for 

nearly 35 years with the World Bank on large scale international development project in 

different countries, mostly in Asia. Since his retirement from world Bank in 2000, Dr. Daud 

has been working as an independent international development consultant. 
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Mr. Ayub Ghauri is a seasoned business leader with over 25 years blend of rich experience 

in marketing, branding, business development, and entrepreneurship. He has worked with 

well-renowned organizations in the IT, Education, Electronic Media, and Fashion industries 

of which around 20 years in UK with NETSOL Technologies, Inc. He has efficiently 

demonstrated an ability to both design and implement marketing strategies including new 

product launches, brand building and activation, data analytics, public relations and 

corporate Communications. He played a key role in NetSol strategy formulation and 

execution by managing teams spanning three continents and regions: the US, UK and 

Thailand and China. Indeed, he is a technology enthusiast who has been enabling various 

technology and social startups to launch their business successfully. 

Mr. Ghauri holds a Master's degree in Information System from California State University, 

Northridge and is a certified coach by RCS, Australia. He was also honored with the 

prestigious Youth Icon Award In recognition of his services for the well-being of the youth 

especially for guiding and mentoring them to accomplish their work-objectives and for 

adding value to the entrepreneurial ecosystem. 
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Dr. Ejaz Sandhu 

Professor Dr. Ejaz Sandhu holds dual Ph.D. degrees i.e., in Business Management 

and Image Processing from Wesleyan International University, Texas, USA and Paul 

Sabatier University Toulouse, France respectively. Prior to that, he did master’s in 

business administration from Almeda University and Master of Science in 

Aeronautical & Aerospace Engineering from ENSAE\SUP'AERO, Toulouse, France. 

He also obtained Post Graduate Certificate in Space Technology from 

ENSAE\SUP'AERO, Toulouse, France and from SUPARCO, Karachi, Pakistan. Dr. 

Sandhu has more than 30 years of experience at leadership positions in research 

and development (R&D) organizations and education sector which includes two 

decades of experience as a trainer. The diverse areas of his expertise are spread 

over the fields of Engineering, Information Technology (IT) and Management with 

focused specializations in artificial intelligence, image processing, video analytics, 

expert systems, knowledge base systems, GIS applications, satellite 

communications, international trade, enterprise resource planning etc. He has 

served at various posts as the Director Research, Director Training, Dean and Acting 

Vice-Chancellor at various public and private sector organizations and universities. 

Dr. Sandhu has the distinction of working on Pakistan’s satellite and missile 

programs. Moreover, he introduced software analysis and video analytics to the 

Pakistan Cricket Board for performance analysis and enhancement of cricket 

players. 



 



 

Dennis de Tray 

 
Following a 12-year stint at the RAND Corporation in Santa Monica California, Dr. de 

Tray joined the World Bank’s Research Department in 1983. He was appointed the 

Bank's Research Administrator in 1987 and moved to the Bank’s Latin American 

operations complex in 1992. His last assignments at the Bank were as Country 

Director for Indonesia, 1994-1999, and then Central Asia, 2001-2006. For the past 

nine years, he has been Adviser to the President, and member of the Board of 

Trustees of Nazarbayev University, a new English language university in Astana, 

Kazakhstan. In Astana, he has spent the past 10 years building a world-class 

University from scratch. He is also a principal with the Results for Development 

Institute and a non-resident fellow at the Center for Strategic and International 

Studies (CSIS) both in Washington D.C. Since leaving the World Bank, his consulting 

work has included advising: the US military in Iraq and Afghanistan; the governments 

of Kazakhstan and East Timor; and the Aga Khan Development Network. Dr. de Tray 

and his wife Mary have lived in many parts of Asia: Pakistan (1977-1979), Indonesia 

(1994-1999), Vietnam (1990-2001), and Kazakhstan (2002-2017). He is also a 

member of the Board of Trustees of the D.C. Youth Orchestra Program, a 

Washington D.C. based NGO, and of the Buck Institute’s, Advisory Council; The Buck 

is a California based Institute for the study of aging. He holds a Ph.D. in economics 

from the University of Chicago. Dr. de Tray grew up in Kenya, East Africa. 

Mr. Mujahid Sherdil is a member of the Pakistan Administrative Service. He has 

to his credit a rich and versatile experience of 17 years in leadership and senior 

executive positions with government organizations at federal and provincial 

level. He enjoys an excellent reputation as an outstanding professional known 

for his administrative capability, financial management acumen, problem 

solving attitude, result-oriented approach, building and galvanizing team action 

and achieving the targets and organizational goals within the given time 

frame. Mr. Sherdil is presently working as Special Secretary, Finance 

Department Government of the Punjab. During the span of his professional 

career, he has held all along very important assignments including the Founding 

Chief Executive of the Infrastructure Development Authority of the Punjab 

(IDAP); Deputy Commissioner Sialkot and Islamabad; Principal Staff Officer to 

the Prime Minister of Pakistan; and Director-General, Provincial Disaster 

Management Authority, Punjab. Mr. Sherdil did his Bachelor of Arts 

from Grinnell College, IO, USA in 1997 with major in Art, Concentration in 

Mathematics, and Pre Architecture and completed his Master’s in Architecture, 

Concentration in Sustainable Architecture, Structures, and Urban Development 

from Washington University, St. Louis, MO, USA in Dec 2000.  Earlier he did 

his Higher Senior Cambridge from Aitchison College, Lahore, in Dec 1992. 



 

Dr. Athar Mansoor 

Dr. Athar Mansoor is a researcher in innovation and technology policy, green finance, 

fintech, digital government and Belt and Road Initiative. He uses frameworks such as the 

Triple Helix, National Innovation System, Regional Innovation System and Sectoral 

Innovation System for understanding innovation systems of various developing and 

developed countries of the world. His current research is focused on describing the National 

Innovation System of Pakistan and policy response needed to set it on track for taking 

maximum advantage from the Special Economic Zones of the China Pakistan Economic 

Corridor. He has presented his research at various prestigious conferences across Asia, 

Australia, Europe and North America. His work has been published in top journals including 

Structural Change and Economic Dynamics and the British Medical Journal. Dr. Athar is also 

serving in the public sector of Pakistan at the federal and provincial levels since 1998. He 

holds PhD in Public Policy from the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, MS in 

Strategy and Leadership from the Michigan State University, Master of Public Policy from 

the University of Sydney, Master in Public Administration from the National University of 

Singapore, and Master of Business Administration from the Lahore University of 

Management Sciences. He has also participated in various executive and professional 

programs at the Harvard Kennedy School, INSEAD Business School and RWTH Aachen 

University. 

Mr. Babar Yaqoob Fateh Muhammad 

Mr. Babar Yaqoob Fateh Muhammad is a retired Pakistani civil servant with more 

than 35 years of experience in policymaking, administration, planning and 

development, and implementation of programs. He has extensive experience in 

the public affairs of Pakistan. He also has a unique exposure to intra-federal 

relationships, processes of democratization, development economics, and the 

security paradigms of Pakistan. On his last assignment, he served as chairman of 

the Federal Land Commission of Pakistan (with the status of a Federal Minister), 

and Chairman of the Negotiations with IPPs Committee. Previously, he served in 

the BPS-22 grade as the Cabinet Secretary of Pakistan, Chief Secretary 

Balochistan, and Secretary of Communication. He also served as ECP Secretary 

and Chief Secretary Gilgit Baltistan. He belongs to the Pakistan Administrative 

Service. He has been awarded Sitara e Imtiaz (Star of Distinction) by the 

Government of Pakistan in 2015. He has to his credit a master's in English 

Literature from the University of Punjab, Lahore, and a master's in Development 

Administration from the University of Birmingham, UK. 

Vice Chairman (Operations) 



 

Dr. Syed Iftikhar Hussain Shah 

Dr. Syed Iftikhar Hussain Shah holds degrees in Pharmacy and Medicinal 

Biochemistry. He has served in national and multinational pharmaceutical industries 

in Pakistan, Africa, and Saudi Arabia for nearly two decades and has been in the 

commercial side of filed for over a decade. In academia his research work has been 

published in renowned journals such as the Journal of Pure and Applied Sciences. 

Currently he serves as the SVP & CSO of AgriByt Pakistan. His special task at the firm 

is to modulate Pakistan's agricultural ecosystem for sustainable production of cash 

crops, with value addition practices, to ensure the food safety and security 

standards for boosting the economic gains. Dr. Shah is a member of the Federation 

of ASIAN Pharmacists Associations (FAPA) and Life Member of Pakistan Pharmacists 

Association. Additionally, he serves as an agro-pharma consultant at Zhongba 

Associates for exploring potential of medical crops from the perspective of China 

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). 

BIPP’s Consultants 

Ahsan Sarwar completed his master’s degree in Marketing & Finance from Newport 

Institute of Commerce and Economics, with over a decade of experience in sectors 

of marketing and business development in Karachi. From 2006, onwards he has 

focused on the areas of agriculture, dairy and horticulture business in the region of 

Sahiwal through is company AgriByt focused on agriculture related R&D and 

business development. Mr. Sarwar has served as the Chairperson of the Central & 

Punjab Standing Committee FPPCI on Agriculture Livestock Dairy Horticulture and 

Dairy Product, Standing Committee at Sahiwal Chamber on R&D, SME, Agriculture, 

Dairy, Livestock, Academia Linkage and Climate Change, Standing Committee, 

Agriculture and Livestock, SME, water Resources & Climate Change, Sarwar Institute 

of Agriculture and Farm Sciences, and All Pakistan Fresh Produce Producers and 

Processors Association. His philanthropic activities are associated with the Rotary & 

Lions Club Sahiwal where his work has focused on women development, child 

healthcare and education. In addition, he has raised funds for the schools and clinics 

in low-income areas of the district. 

Ahsan Sarwar Khan 



 

Delivering Happiness (DH) 

Delivering Happiness (DH) DH has evolved from a New York Times® Best Seller 

to the world’s first culture coach|sulting® [coaching + consulting] company. Since 

2010, they have their experties as pioneers of culture change using scientific 

happiness to create profitable, adaptable cultures in 350+ organizations around the 

world — including companies, such as Starbucks and Sallie Mae. 
 

The key tenets of the Delivering Happiness methodology include:  

1. Science of Happiness: research-backed principles, habits, and skills that 

create more authentic happiness and success.  

2. Values + Behaviors: the core of what you stand for, plus the tangible 

actions necessary to back it up.  

3. Higher Purpose & Evolutionary Vision that provides meaningful impact 

to employees, Teams, organization, clients and community.   

4. WOW Customer Service: a values-based, purpose-driven customer 

service approach that provides intrinsic motivation to employees at all 

levels, delivering unique impact to the customer. We look forward to 

partnering with you.  

  

Through their meticulous training they have provided a host of international 

organizations with the best HR and Institutional Restructuring suctions tailored to 

need their needs for business enhancement and over all improved firm environment. 
 

Strateasy founded in 2001 with a mission to redefine the management consulting to 

focus on delivering client results, not just reports. They are continuing to be 

innovators for our industry, with an entrepreneurial culture that is never satisfied 

with the status quo, for ourselves or for our clients. 

They help in transforming companies and individuals. The word “transformation” 

gets thrown around a lot these days, but it can have different meanings for different 

individuals and companies. In a world of unprecedented disruption and market 

turbulence, transformation today revolves around the need to generate new 

values—to unlock new opportunities, to drive new growth, to deliver new 

efficiencies. All transformations require you to rethink how your enterprise creates 

value today and in the future. In other words, all transformations require you to 

think big. Why? 

Because incremental improvement is not enough to win in today’s exponentially 

disrupted business environment. Your organization requires sustained growth in the 

face of near constant disruption, and sustained growth requires agile reinvention. 

It’s not enough to win today. You have to be able to continue to evolve in the future. 

 

Strateasy Consulting 



 

Community Development Foundation 

(CDF) 
CDF was formed in 2009 under the Societies Act, 1860. It aims to develop productive 

and educated societies that will in turn create impactful empowered and sustainable 

livelihoods. The organization has been involved in empowering youth, women and 

girls by using new technologies on enterprise development and business management 

by strong and independent community development programs at grassroots level. Its 

mission is to transform underprivileged and illiterate segments of society into 

effective, innovative and skillful labor through impartation of relevant education and 

skills. The main objectives of this institute includes: Build awareness of business 

innovations that accelerate youth & women’s empowerment and have a real impact 

on the quality of life for women, men, families and communities; Create greater 

opportunities for women and men to secure decent employment and income; Identify 

key actions to address the financing gap for women’s empowerment; 

 

AKIDA has spearheaded and successfully managed and serviced many important 

small, medium & large, Private and Public Sector prestigious socio-economic and 

technical assignments, including those of action & evaluative research, capacity 

building, ISO 9000 QMS and MIS development inclusive many for International 

Organizations like USAID Pakistan and Afghanistan, The World bank, DFID, ILO, 

UNICEF, UNOPS and Rahnuma-FRAP. Earlier on, during1980 -1986, the consultant 

worked on senior financial management positions in the UAE with Hawk Publish 

Ajman & Fertile-ADNOC (Abu Dhabi-National Oil Co.)  Over the last many years, the 

Consultant is invited as a guest speaker at the prestigious institutions including 

MPDD (Management and Professional Development Department of GoPb), Pakistan 

Administrative Staff College (PASC) now National School of Public Policy (NSPP) 

Lahore, National Institute of Public Administration (NIPA now NIMS) & and a few 

prestigious others 1987 to date. Mr. Zaidi has been professionally trained as a 

Process Consultant according to the best international practices. 

AKIDA Management Consultants 
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OUR PUBLICATIONS 
  

One of the major areas of strategic focus of the Institute is to generate, share and disseminate knowledge on public policy 

and best practices. BIPP produces a range of publications including Annual Report on the State of the Economy, which 

provides an independent and objective analysis of the economy and its major problems; and numerous policy papers that 

highlight the key issues facing Pakistan with specific recommendations, ideas, and policy choices. BIPP has also been 

involved in a number of research projects for renowned international development organizations, producing reports on a 

wide range of topics, such as governance, public finance, macro-economic policy, international trade and socio-economic 

policy. 

Salient Publications include annual reports, research reports, research papers, working papers, policy briefs and policy 

notes. 

  

  

  

  

.   

  

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
  

•   15 th   Annual Report 2022   

The State of the Economy:  Frontline Stakeholders – Reaping the Gender Dividend      

•   14th  Annual Report 2021    

The State of the Economy:  Changing World – Pakistan Reset   

•   13th   Annual Report 2020     

The State of the Economy: Coronavirus and its Impact on the World and Pakistan   

NetSol Technologies, Inc. (NASDAQ: NTWK) started its journey as a US based provider with a vision to create superior 

technology solutions. Relentlessly following its vision, it now stands as one of the global leaders in IT Services and 

Enterprise Solutions. Delivering quality and customization for over a period of four decades, it offers superior IT solutions 

that help streamline the operational needs of your business. With more than 150 satisfied clients in over 30 countries and    

250 implementations globally, it understands the value of customizability and strive to continually deliver unprecedented  

solutions which cater directly to the business needs. At NetSol, innovation has always been a primary focus along with 

adherence to the highest quality assurance and control standards in software development. Driven by innovation, it turns 

ideas into great executions which are suited to the operational needs of the businesses. 

With more than 1500 skilled experts strategically located in 8 service-and- delivery- centers worldwide, It has built a team 

of highly qualified experts what it takes pride in. It drives success by providing the right solution to the business problems  

in the most efficient of ways. A rigorous adherence to its standards, rules and processes has earned NetSol immense 

respect amongst the clients in major Dow Jones 30 Industrials and Fortune 500 manufacturers. 
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RESEARCH REPORTS   

•   Provincial Agriculture Sector Policy Gilgit - Baltistan   

•   White Paper on Performance Appraisal of the Punjab Agriculture Department (2018)    

•   SMART Procurement, Supply Chain and Distribution of Medicines at Government Health Facilities (2017)   

•   Strategy to Combat Terrorism Including Effective Implementation        of National Action Plan (2015)   

•   Calibrating Tax Policy to Create Level Playing Field: Case of Tobacco (2015)   

•   Gender Disparity in Education Attainment: Analysis at the Districts/Towns Level of the Punjab (2014)   

•   Study on the economic cost of power load   shedding to Pakistan   

BOOKS   

•   Building Nations  with   Non - Nationals   by Dr Riaz Ahmad and Vladislav Maksimov    

•   Pakistan at Seventy: A handbook on Development in Economics, Politics and Society by Routledge UK    

( coordinated )   

  

    

    

    

    

                  



    

 

 

• BIPP Scholarship Program  

• Climate Smart Agriculture Policy Framework for Punjab  

• Feasibility Study for the Social Health Protection Initiative, Phase III Khyber Pakhtunkhwa & Gilgit Baltistan  

• Industrial Corridor Development Plan- Sialkot, Daska, Sambrial  

• White Paper on Performance Appraisal of The Agriculture Department  

• TEEMARDAR-Smart Procurement and Supply Chain Management at Government Health Facilities, DFID (2016 - 

2017)  

• The Economic Cost of Power Load shedding to Pakistan for World Bank (2012-2013)  

• Public Awareness Initiative to Support Pakistan-India Trade, USAID (2012-2013)  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RECENT PROJECTS 

OUR PARTNERS 



 


